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Electromagnetic pulse propagation in a quantum metamaterial, an artificial, globally quantum coherent
optical medium, is numerically simulated. We show that a one-dimensional quantum metamaterial based on
superconducting quantum bits, initialized in an easily reachable factorized excited state, demonstrates lasing in
the microwave range, accompanied by the chaotization of qubit states and generation of higher harmonics. These
effects may provide a tool for characterization and optimization of quantum metamaterial prototypes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of quantum technologies since 2000
resulted in routine fabrication of solid-state-based artificial
quantum structures, such as qubit arrays, quantum annealers,
etc. [1]. The achieved levels of control and global quantum
coherence of these systems still fall short of the require-
ments of universal quantum computing, and better theoretical
methods of their simulation and assessment are required [2].
Nevertheless, they are already sufficient or nearly sufficient
for the realization of less demanding quantum devices, such
as quantum metamaterials [3–9]. These are artificial media,
which (i) are composed of quantum coherent unit elements
with desired (engineered) parameters, (ii) allow at least limited
direct control of quantum states of these elements, and
(iii) can maintain global coherence for the duration of time,
exceeding the traversal time of an electromagnetic signal.
Of course, they must also satisfy the standard requirement
that the size of a unit cell of the system be much less, in
practice at least two times less, than the wavelength of the
relevant electromagnetic signal, so that they can be treated as
a “medium.” The totality of points (i)–(iii) makes a quantum
metamaterial a qualitatively different system, with a number
of unusual properties and applications. In particular, a bifocal
superlens [4] and quantum phase-sensitive antennas [8] were
predicted.
Superconducting technology provides arguably the best
scalability for multiqubit systems [1,10–16], and much at-
tention is therefore concentrated on superconductor-based
quantum metamaterials. Experimental demonstration of a wide
range of quantum-optical effects in a single superconducting
flux qubit interacting with the electromagnetic field in a one-
dimensional waveguide [17–19], in quantitative agreement
with theoretical models, confirmed that fabrication and in-
vestigation of superconducting quantum metamaterials is well
within the scope of the existing experimental techniques. The
first one-dimensional superconducting quantum metamaterial
prototype was recently realized [20].
If the system is initialized in one of its macroscopic excited
states, one can expect lasing. Lasing in a single artificial atom
(superconducting charge qubit) was observed [21] and treated
theoretically [22,23].
Here we consider an extended system composed of a large
number of qubits placed in a one-dimensional superconducting
waveguide (i.e., a system similar to circuit QED). Direct qubit-
qubit coupling is absent. In this one-dimensional (1D) quantum
metamaterial the lasing, a coherent transition of qubits to the
lower-energy state triggered by an initial field pulse traveling
through the system, is associated with correlated dynamics
of qubit states due to the induced qubit-qubit coupling via
their interaction with the electromagnetic field. This dynamics
is manifested in two peculiar phenomena, which accompany
the signal amplification: appearance of higher harmonics of
the electromagnetic field and chaotization of qubit dynamics.
In circuit QED devices [24,25] the dimensionless coupling
strength between the electromagnetic field and the active
elements (artificial atoms) is greatly increased compared to the
conventional quantum optics (∼10−2 vs ∼10−7; see [6], Table
4.1, p. 189). This is due to not only the greater dipolar moment
of the qubit compared to an atom but also mainly the restricted
geometry of the electromagnetic field: the field is confined
by the superconducting strips to a narrow 1D space under the
strips containing qubits (Fig. 1), leading to an increased field
energy density.
The spectrum of the electromagnetic field propagating
through our system is that of the Josephson plasma waves,
which have the well-known classical dispersion law ω2 = (1 +
λ2J k
2)ω2J . Here the minimum Josephson plasma frequency in
the system is ωJ , and the Josephson penetration depth is λJ .
The frequency ωJ depends on the quantum state of the qubits
embedded in the quantum metamaterial, and thus, the plasma
wave propagation is strongly affected by the spatial variation
of qubit quantum states. In the continuous limit, when the field
wavelength greatly exceeds the unit cell size, this can be seen
as the effective dielectric constant eff = c2/(ω2J λ2J ) influenced
by the quantum state of qubits.
The decoherence time of realistic charge qubits and the
relaxation times of 1D superconducting resonators and trans-
mission lines significantly exceed the characteristic times of
energy transfer between qubits and the field already in the case
of weak qubit-field coupling, so that decoherence and leakage
can be neglected [3,26]. The accuracy of this approximation
increases in our current case of strong qubit-field coupling.
On the flip side, now the perturbative approach of Refs. [3,26]
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) One-dimensional (1D) quantum meta-
material based on charge qubits placed in a waveguide formed
by two bulk superconductors. The charge qubit is formed by a
superconducting island, separated from the bulk superconductors by
identical Josephson junctions, and plays the role of artificial atoms.
The green wave represents distribution of the electromagnetic wave
in the metamaterial. The control circuitry of qubits (gate electrodes)
is not shown. (b) The cross-sectional view of the 1D quantum
metamaterial. The superconducting waveguides are separated by the
distance D. The charge qubits align at regular intervals L. φn is the
superconducting phase of the nth qubit island. Az,n, By,n, and Ez,n
are the vector potential, the magnetic field, and the electric field of
the nth unit cell, respectively.
can no longer be applied. Therefore, we rely on the numerical
solution of the equations describing the pulse propagation in
the system.
As in [3,27], we treat the electromagnetic field classically,
which is the standard approximation in treating atom-field
interactions for large field amplitudes (see, e.g., [28]). We
also approximate the quantum state of the quantum metama-
terial by a product of single-qubit wave functions. The two
approximations are consistent. In our model there is no direct
qubit-qubit coupling, and the indirect interactions through a
classical field do not lead to entanglement (see, e.g.,[29]). The
effects of qubit-qubit entanglement for the system with direct
qubit coupling and electromagnetic field quantization for weak
electromagnetic field (one or two electromagnetic quanta per
wavelength) in the system must be investigated in parallel and
are beyond the scope of this paper.
As the result of the latter approximation, the complexity of
states available to the system is drastically reduced. Indeed,
we cannot consider, e.g., quantum birefringence, i.e., the
system being in a superposition of states |000 · · · 0〉 and
|111 · · · 1〉 (which correspond to different refractive indices).
Nevertheless the approximation is adequate for the description
of lasing. This is fortunate since such factorized states are the
most robust of all quantum coherent states of a macroscopic
system, being, in a sense, the closest to classical ones [30,31].
Their decoherence time is limited by the decoherence time
of a single qubit and can therefore greatly exceed the period
of field oscillation. [In the continuum limit [3,6] such states
are described by a two-component macroscopic wave function
ˆ(x), formally analogous to superconducting order parameter
(x). The crucial distinction between them comes from the
fact that the former is transitional and eventually disappears,
while the latter is an equilibrium quantity, the nonzero value of
which is supported and protected from destruction by thermal
fluctuations by the interactions in the system.]
II. MODEL
We do not expect that the character of signal propagation
in a quantum metamaterial will qualitatively depend on
whether it is built of charge or flux qubits [6] (or, for that
matter, any other kind of superconducting qubit). We will
therefore consider here a quantum metamaterial based on
charge qubits [3,27] (Fig. 1). Note that the proof-of-principle
lasing experiment [21] used a single charge qubit, while the
demonstration of quantum optical effects in a 1D transmission
line geometry [17] was achieved on a single flux qubit.
The separation D between the superconducting waveguides
and the period L of the structure is much smaller than
the wavelength of the electromagnetic field mode in the
waveguide. This allows us to neglect the variation of the
electric field and vector potential within each cell and express
the (classical) magnetic and electric field in the nth cell as
By,n = Az,n+1 − Az,n
L
, (1)
Ez,n = 12
V uz,n − V lz,n
D
= 1
2D
[

2e
d
dt
(
0 − φn − 2π
	0
∫
Az,ndz
)
+ 
2e
d
dt
(
φn − 0 − 2π
	0
∫
Az,ndz
)]
= − h
2e	0
dAz,n
dt
, (2)
where φn is the superconducting phase of the nth qubit island
and Vz,n,u and Vz,n,l are the voltages on the upper and lower
Josephson junctions of this qubit, respectively. The energy of
the system can thus be written as the sum over unit cells (we
assume that all qubits are identical), Etot =
∑
n En, where
En = 
2C
8e2
[(
dφn
dt
+ πD
	0
dAz,n
dt
)2
+
(
dφn
dt
− πD
	0
dAz,n
dt
)2]
−EJ
[
cos
(
φn + πDAz,n
	0
)
+ cos
(
φn − πDAz,n
	0
)]
+ DL
8π
[
Az,n+1 − Az,n
L
]2
= EJ
2ω2J
[(
dφn
dt
)2
+
(
πD
	0
dAz,n
dt
)2]
− 2EJ cos φn cos πDAz,n
	0
+ DL
8π
[
Az,n+1 − Az,n
L
]2
.
(3)
In Eq. (3) the first term is the electrostatic energy, the second
is the Josephson energy, and the last one is the magnetic field
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energy. Further, EJ = Ic	0/2πc is the Josephson energy,
ω2J = 2eIc/C is the Josephson plasma frequency, and Ic
and C are the critical current and the capacitance of the
Josephson junctions, respectively. The natural length unit is
now λ = c/ωJ . In the following we will use the dimensionless
quantities l = L/λ (unit cell length), az,n = πDAz,n/	0
(vector potential), ez,n = πDλEz,n/	0 (electric field), by,n =
πDλBy,n/	0 (magnetic field), τ = ωJ t (time), and En =
En/EJ (energy). This allows us to rewrite (3) as
Etot =
∑
n
En ≡
∑
n
{
Eqbn (φn,az,n) + Efieldn (az,n)
}
,
(4)
Eqbn (φn,az,n) =
(
dφn
dτ
)2
− 2 cos φn cos az,n,
Efieldn (az,n) = β2
(
az,n+1 − az,n
l
)2
+
(
daz,n
dτ
)2
,
where the dimensionless parameter
β = L	
2
0
8π3Dλ2EJ
(5)
characterizes the speed of light in the metamaterial.
The quantization of (4) is straightforward: the qubit energy
E
qb
n is replaced by the qubit Hamiltonian Hqbn . In order to do
so, we note that the time derivative of the qubit phase in (4) is
related to the charge on the island via
Qn = −2eNn = CV uz,n − CV lz,n = −
C
e
dφn
dt
,
so that the quantization is achieved by the substitution [6]
dφn
dt
= 2e
2
C
Nn → 2e
2
C
ˆNn = 2e
2
C
1
i
∂
∂φn
. (6)
[The action of a gate potential Vg , one method of controlling
the qubit state, can be taken into account by replacing the right-
hand side of (6) with 2e2
C
( ˆNn − n∗), where n∗ = CgVg/2e.]
Now the nth qubit’s Hamiltonian takes the form
Hqbn (φn,az,n) = −
e2
C
∂2
∂φ2n
− 2EJ cos φn cos az,n
= Hqbn,0(φn) +Hqbn,int(φn,az,n), (7)
where we have split it into the unperturbed part,
Hqbn,0(φn) = −
e2
C
∂2
∂φ2n
− 2EJ cos φn, (8)
and the field-dependent perturbation,
Hqbn,int(φn,az,n) = 2EJ cos φn(1 − cos az,n). (9)
For the above-mentioned reasons, we limit our considera-
tions to the factorized quantum states of the system,
|〉 =
⊗
n
|n〉 =
⊗
n
(
Cn0 |0〉 + Cn1 |1〉
) (10)
(we do not explicitly label by n the states of the nth qubit, |0〉
and |1〉, since they always appear accompanied by the Cn’s).
Therefore, we can solve for each unit cell separately, regarding
the vector potential as a classical parameter. Since the states |0〉
and |1〉 of a charge qubit differ by one Cooper pair, the only
nonzero matrix elements of the operator cos φn in the basis
{|0〉,|1〉} are 〈0| cos φn|1〉 = 〈1| cos φn|0〉 = 1 [6]. Therefore,
for the coefficients Cn0,1 in the Schro¨dinger representation we
find
i
d
dτ
Cn0 = ς (1 − cos az,n)Cn1 exp[−iςτ ],
(11)
i
d
dτ
Cn1 = ς (1 − cos az,n)Cn0 exp[iςτ ].
Here  = (E1 − E0)/EJ is the dimensionless qubit excitation
energy, and ς = EJ/ωJ .
Now following the general approach of [3,6], we write
the Hamilton function 〈H 〉 for the classical variable az,n by
replacing the qubit energy Eqbn in expression (4) for the total
energy of the system with its quantum expectation values, i.e.,
with the matrix elements,
Eqbn →
〈

∣∣ ˆHqbn (φn,az,n)∣∣〉 (12)
(here ˆH = H/EJ ). The canonical momentum n = 2 ∂az,n∂τ .
The vector potential then satisfies the Hamilton equations
∂
∂τ
n = 2∂
2az,n
∂τ 2
= −∂〈H 〉
∂az,n
= −2Vn sin az,n + 2β2 az,n+1 − 2az,n + az,n−1
l2
. (13)
Here
Vn = Cn∗0 Cn1 e−iςτ + Cn0Cn∗1 eiςτ . (14)
Within the assumptions we made, Eqs. (11) and (13)
fully describe the evolution of the system. In the continuous
limit, l → 0, they would reduce to the wave equation for the
vector potential coupled to the two-component field 0,1(x,τ ),
supplemented by the equations for 0,1(x,τ ).
For a better efficiency of numerics, Eqs. (11) are split into
real and imaginary parts and solved using the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method. Equation (13) for the vector potential
is rewritten in terms of dimensionless electric and magnetic
fields as
dez,n
dτ
= β2 by,n − by,n−1
l
+ Vn sin az,n,
by,n = −az,n+1 − az,n
l
, ez,n = −daz,n
dτ
, (15)
dby,n
dτ
= −ez,n+1 − ez,n
l
,
and the resulting system is solved using the finite-difference
time-domain method.
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We consider a quantum metamaterial containing N = 1200
unit cells, with periodic boundary conditions:
az,0 = az,N−1, az,1 = az,N . (16)
We chose the following values for the dimensionless param-
eters for the metamaterial: ς = 1,  = 2π , β = 1, l = 0.05.
Its initial state is fully excited: Cn0 (0) = 0; Cn1 (0) = 1 (that
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The initial distribution of vector potential az in a unit cell (Gaussian pulse). (b) Time evolution of energy in the
system. Bottom to top: field-qubit interaction energy Eint (mauve), electromagnetic field energy Efield (blue), qubit energy Equbit (green), and
total energy Etotal(red).
is, a 100% population inversion). The interaction of this
medium with the electromagnetic field produces a coherent
amplification of the initial pulse. Thus, the system is a
single-pulse laser.
The initial state of the electromagnetic field is a Gaussian
pulse,
az,n(τ = 0) = P exp
[
− (xn +βτ )
2
2q2
]
× cos (kg(xn − xP ) − ωgτ ), (17)
where ωg = kgβ, and we choose P = 1,q = 2, and ωg =
 = 2π . xn = nl is the coordinate of the nth qubit along
the x direction. The initial field amplitude corresponds to ∼7
photons per wavelength, which then increases to ∼26 photons
per wavelength. This makes our classical approximation for
the field marginally justified. We set the center of the initial
pulse xP at the 600th qubit, that is, xP = x600 = 600l = 30.
Figure 2(a) shows the initial distribution of az,n(0) in the
whole system (0  n  1200, 0  xn  60). With the chosen
parameters, the wave packet traverses the system within
τ0 = 60. Our use of cyclic boundary conditions allows us to
investigate the system’s behavior on longer times in the regime
analogous to the generation regime in a laser with a positive
feedback loop.
First, we reassure ourselves that lasing actually occurs
from the change of the component of the system energy.
Figure 2(b) shows the time evolution of the respective energies;
the qubit energy Equbit =
∑
n〈n|H qbn,0|n〉, the field-qubit
interaction energy Eint =
∑
n〈n|H qbn,int|n〉, the electromag-
netic field energy Efield =
∑
n E
field
n , and the total energy
Etotal = Equbit + Eint + Efield. In Fig. 2(b), we see that, indeed,
at τ ∼ 300 the energy of the excited qubits starts pumping
energy into the field, and eventually, the field and the qubits
almost exactly exchange their energies. The total energy of
the system, of course, remains constant. When looking at the
electric field distribution and the quantum state of qubits as a
function of τ (Fig. 3), we see that at τ = 320 the field absorbs
some of the energy of the qubits in its vicinity. As can be
seen from these figures, the correlated dynamics of qubit states
occurs immediately after the lasing starts (τ = 300–360). This
more or less ordered behavior of the quantum metamaterial
wave function after several rounds is replaced by a chaotic
dependence |Cn1 | on the coordinate. By that time the energies
of the field and qubits stabilize. It is worth noting that the lasing
does not occur immediately after the electromagnetic pulse
enters the metamaterial. A delay of lasing is due to the fact
that the initial state is a metastable state of our metamaterial,
and it takes some time to destabilize qubits by their interaction
with field modes.
The numerical calculations established one more interesting
feature: the moment when lasing starts depends on the initial
field amplitude (see Fig. 4). In Fig. 4, which shows the time
evolution of the qubit energy Equbit for various field amplitudes
(P = 0.02–1.5), we see that the moment of lasing becomes
early as the amplitude increases. Provisionally, we attribute
this to the rigidity of the qubit system, produced by the
effective qubit-qubit interaction through the field mode. A
stronger qubit-qubit coupling should lead to more correlated
behavior of the qubits and should increase the amplitude of
the stimulated emission from the quantum metamaterial.
So far we have considered the exact resonance,  = ωg [32].
The appearance of a signal at a higher harmonic and subhar-
monic (see Fig. 5 for the frequency spectrum of the electric
field before and after lasing) indicates that lasing should occur
as well at other relations between  and ωg . Indeed, e.g., at
 = 2ωg = 4π , we see a clear case of parametric lasing; in this
particular case it is driven by two-photon processes. Figure 6
shows the frequency spectrum of the electric field for the case
of  = 2ωg = 4π . (Note that other calculation parameters
are the same as in the aforementioned calculations.) In this
case, lasing immediately occurs after the pulse starts to
propagate, and the component of the subharmonic frequency

2 increases as shown in Fig. 6. Here, as before, after some
transition period the qubit and field subsystems exchange their
energies and reach stationary states when the qubit states (not
shown) are chaotized.
Finally, let us discuss the effects of the energy leakage
and decoherence in qubits, using realistic parameters. In order
to examine the leakage effects, we have simulated the pulse
propagation, including a phenomenological dissipation term
σez,n in the field equations (15), where σ is the effective
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (left) Electric field amplitude and (right) the probability amplitude of the excited state in the metamaterial at
τ = 300,320,340,360,380,400,420, and 600 (top to bottom). The origin of x is shifted to keep the wave packet at the center of the panel.
conductivity in the qubit. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The
time evolution of the field energy Efield is plotted vs time for the
pulse with  = ωg,P = 1,q = 2, and three different choices of
σ , σ = 1 × 10−4,5 × 10−4,2.5 × 10−3. The crosses indicate
the field energy dependence on time in a system with the
typical quality factor 104 expected in a charge qubit coupled
to a strip line [33]. We can see that in the presence of
dissipation the lasing begins within τ = 300–350 after the
initial pulse entering the metamaterial. It occurs even in
the case of strong dissipation, σ = 5 × 10−4, 2.5 × 10−3, a
decay rate higher than that expected in the type of quantum
metamaterial considered here. We believe, therefore, that
the lasing effect will be experimentally observable. Next, to
examine the decoherence effect, we compare the simulation
time in our study with typical decoherence time for charge
qubits. If we take EJ = 10–50 μeV and Ec = 10EJ [34], ωJ
becomes ∼1011 (1/s). In this case, τ = 104 corresponds to the
typical decoherence time for charge qubits, 100 ns, and our
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Qubit energy Equbit as a function of time
for various field amplitudes. Right to left: P = 0.05 (green), 0.2
(blue), 0.5 (pink), 1 (turquoise), 1.5 (gray). At P = 0.02 (brown)
lasing did not start up to τ = 40 000.
lasing occurs at τ ∼ 103  104. Thus, our simulations will be
justified even in the presence of realistic decoherence.
In conclusion, we have investigated the lasing effects in
a one-dimensional quantum metamaterial based on supercon-
ducting charge qubits by numerically solving the equations
of motion for the system in the presence of a classical elec-
tromagnetic pulse. In the case when the signal can propagate
repeatedly through the system, the lasing is associated with a
correlated behavior of the qubit states, and the electromagnetic
pulse and the qubit subsystem exchange their energies.
The onset of lasing strongly depends on the pulse amplitude,
and this results from the effective rigidity of the qubit
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Field frequency spectrum (top) for τ =
120–240 and (bottom) for τ = 600–720. Note the appearance of both
higher-harmonic (at ∼4π = 2ωg) and subharmonic peaks after the
lasing occurred.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Field frequency spectrum for τ = 0–60
(red) and for τ = 60–120 (blue) in the case of  = 2ωg = 4π . The
subharmonic component 2 = ωg increases due to parametric lasing.
subsystem, interacting through the electromagnetic mode.
After several rounds of pulse propagation, the system reaches
the stationary regime, which is characterized by a chaotic qubit
state distribution.
Nonlinear coupling of qubits to the field leads to efficient
parametric lasing, e.g., when the pulse frequency is only half
of the qubit interlevel distance. The system turns out to have
rich physics, within the range of parameters currently available
for experimental investigation. Moreover, our quantum meta-
material works as a nonlinear laser medium whose parameters
can be artificially controlled and will be a promising candidate
for a practical metamaterial.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Field energy Efield as a function of time in
the presence of dissipation. Left to right: σ = 1 × 10−4 (red), 5 ×
10−4 (green), 2.5 × 10−3 (blue). The cross points indicate the field
energy changing with time according to the typical quality factor 104.
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